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ABSTRACT A methodology of designing an E-band waveguide 32 × 32 slot array antenna with
high-efficiency and low-cost manufacturing characteristics is proposed in this article, which is based
on an integrated electronic bandgap (EBG) ridge waveguide designed by integrating a cross rectangle-
hollow EBG structures in the conventional ridge waveguide. The integrated EBG structure intercepts the
leakage from the unconnected gap in between the two metallic plates of the waveguide, and then it
decreases the manufacturing cost without using the diffusion bonding technology and multi-layer welding
assembly process. The design guideline is discussed, and then the antenna is fabricated. The measured
radiation characteristics are in good agreement with predicted ones, which confirms that the proposed cross
rectangle-hollow EBG structures is an attractive candidate of high-performance millimeter wave antenna.

INDEX TERMS Antenna array, E-band antenna, electromagnetic gap, low-cost, ridge waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATION systems in E-band covering
71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz frequency bands have been

a subject of significant importance recently, because they
have relatively small atmospheric path loss compared with
nearby frequency bands and the wireless systems have the
potential to become a cost-effective choice to the optic
fiber systems [1]–[3]. The development of E-band high-
gain antennas has witnessed explosive growth driven by
outdoor point-to-point backhaul applications [4]. Reflector
antennas are the traditional way to realize the high-gain
antennas, but they usually suffer from the weakness of large
geometric structures.
Another attractive approach is using thin planar

millimeter-wave (mmWave) antennas, which are with a lower

profile and more suitable for the E-band point-to-point
backhaul systems. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) is
an attractive candidate to overcome the bulky structure by
exploiting the features of rectangular waveguide. Several
planar SIW antennas have been proposed with the advan-
tages of low-cost, easy-to-fabricate based on PCB technique,
and convenient to be connected to planar active compo-
nents through coplanar waveguide [5]–[13]. However, SIWs
usually suffer from increased dielectric losses as frequency
increases [14]–[17].
A kind of thin planar slot array antennas has been achieved

based on conventional waveguide technology [18], [19],
and they are high efficiency without dielectric losses [20].
However, the required manufacturing tolerances for the
multilayer welding assembly process become very strict
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FIGURE 1. Breakdown drawing of the array antenna.

as the operating frequency increases. The issue of even
a slightly discrepancy concerning the structure alignment
may destroy the performance of antennas, which is partic-
ularly severe in the case of antennas operating at mmWave
frequency bands, where the small tolerances will result in
mismatching of feeding network, leakage loss and lower the
gain of antennas, and even disable the antennas [18], [21].
A diffusion bonding technology is usually applied to imple-
ment the robust contact of the multi-layer of the waveguide
antennas without leakage, but this manufacturing technology
is generally expensive and not suitable for massive produc-
tion. Without the possibility of low-cost techniques, wide-
scale adoption has remained elusive for the high-efficiency
waveguide antennas.
Hence, efficient and low-cost antennas become more and

more significant with the rapid development of wireless
communication systems [22]–[24]. Comparing with expen-
sive high-precision fabrication techniques, it is better to
utilize advanced design to counterbalance the rigorous
manufacturing and assembly requirement, although it will
increase the cost in design and simulation stages. Then,
a new kind of gap-waveguides, such as inverted microstrip
gap waveguide (IMGW), groove-ridge-inverted microstrip,
microstrip-ridge gap waveguides (RGWs), and groove gap
waveguide (GGW) have been proposed recently, and it pro-
vides novel low loss technologies that promising replaces
the conventional waveguides [25]–[28].
In this article, a methodology of integrated-EBG ridge

waveguide with high-efficiency and low-cost manufacturing
characteristics is proposed as shown in Fig. 1, and an E-Band
waveguide 32x32 slot array antenna is designed based on
the studied structure. The integrated-EBG ridge waveguide is
investigated, and it is found that the proposed structure can
inevitably decrease the manufacturing cost without using the
diffusion bonding technology and multi-layer welding assem-
bly process. Also, it does not increase the design complexity
for the waveguide slot array antennas, and a single-layered
series feeding network is applied as usual, which is sim-
ple compared with the aforementioned corporate feeding
networks.

FIGURE 2. Configuration of the gapped ridge waveguides. (a) Normal ridge
waveguide with small leakage gap between top and bottom layers. (b) Proposed
gapped ridge waveguide with EBG structure realized by cross-shaped grooves.
G = 0.005mm.

II. INTEGRATED-EBG RIDGE WAVEGUIDE AND POWER
DIVIDER DESIGN
The proposed waveguide slot array antenna is shown in
Fig. 1, which includes radiation array, feeding network,
and power divider distribution network. The antenna is
excited through a standard E-band rectangular waveguide
(WR-12) at the bottom. Each radiation unit cell con-
sists of 2 × 2 radiation slots sub-array, and the sub-array
is made up of the backed cavities where four neigh-
bouring slots share a common feeding cavity to improve
wideband response while contains the size of distribution
networks [18], [25]–[27], [29].

A. CROSS RECTANGLE-HOLLOW EBG STRUCTURE
The feeding network of the antenna consists of two 16-way
ridgewaveguide power dividers, taking electromagneticwaves
from a central transition power divider to the 2 × 2 radiating
slot sub-array. The rectangular ridge waveguide is realized
by combining two vertically stacked parts including the top
metallic plate with ridge and the bottom metal plate with rect-
angle waveguide. It is assumed that an air-gap with thickness
ofG is between the two thin metallic plates if normal assembly
technology is used without multi-layer welding or diffusion
bonding technology as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, the
leakage loss because of the small gap through the ridge waveg-
uide is non-negligible for the mmWave frequency antenna.
Hence, it is important to investigate an efficient and high-
quality combination technology to counterbalance the rigorous
manufacturing and assembly requirement.
An integrated electronic bandgap (EBG) ridge waveg-

uide is proposed to intercepting the aforementioned leakage.
In order to avoid increasing the design complexity for the
power divider, the conventional ridge waveguide as shown
in Fig. 2(a) are upgraded only by integrating the proposed
cross rectangle-hollow EBG structures as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The integrated-EBG rectangular ridge waveguide is achieved
by assembling two vertically stacked parts, and the air-gap
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FIGURE 3. Configuration of the unit cell of the gapped cross-shaped groove EBG
structure. (a) Perspective views. (b) Cross-sectional view. he = 0.2, We = 0.25,
Le = 0.7, and �e = 0.8 . All are in mm.

FIGURE 4. Dispersion diagram for the gapped cross-shaped groove EBG for the
infinite periodic unit cell. Ae = 0.8mm, and G = 0.005mm.

with a thickness of G still exists in-between the two metallic
plates. A periodic 45◦ rotated rectangular hollows with wide
of We, length of le and height of le are excavated in the
bottom layer of the ridge waveguide just near the original
ridge waveguide, and another array of rectangular hollows
with the same dimensions as the bottom hollows but rotated
by −45◦ are cut in the top metallic plate layer as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The period of the EBG unit cell is �e. Then, an
array of cross rectangle-hollow EBG structures with a small
gap in between the two plates is integrated, as a detailed
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 presents the dispersion diagramwith the first 9 modes

of the unit cells for the designed cross rectangle-hollow EBG
structure with a G = 0.005um gap based on the full-wave
analysis by using commercial ANSYS HFSS software. It can
be seen that no mode is supported by the structure from
62 GHz to 89 GHz, therefore a desired stopband is obtained
even though the structure consists of an unconnected gap
in between the two metallic plates. Hence, the leakage in
gaped ridge waveguide structures will be eliminated in this
stopband range, and a high-performance low-loss waveguide
with a gap in between top and bottom plates is obtained.
Moreover, the structure can be manufactured just by using
of low-cost assembly methods, such as metallic screws.

B. POWER DIVIDER DESIGN
Furthermore, the power divider realized by the integrated-
EBG rectangular gap ridge waveguide is designed and
investigated. The space between antenna radiation slots is
usually very limited, so that a ridge waveguide is applied

TABLE 1. The parameters of the power divider with 2 × 2 subarray radiator.

to provide a more compact configuration for the distribution
feeding network.
Before designing the practical power divider with a gap

in between top- and bottom-layers, a power divider with
ideal rectangular ridge waveguide is designed first without
the gap, and its configuration is similar to the one as shown
in Fig. 5(a) and the dimensions are the same as shown
in Fig. 5(b-e) but without the proposed integrated EBG-
structures. The blue lines as shown in Fig. 6(a) illustrates the
simulated scattering parameters of the ideal power divider,
and it shows that good performance has been achieved. Then,
an air-gap with a thickness of G is added between the two
thin metallic plates as assumed in the actual assembly pro-
cess, and the simulated scattering parameters are also shown
in Fig. 6(b-e). The result shows the power divider fails to
work with the air-gap due to leakage loss.
Afterward, the studied cross rectangle-hollow EBG struc-

ture is integrated as shown in Fig. 5, and its detailed
dimensions is shown in Fig. 5(b-e). The periodic EBG tex-
ture providing a stopband for the desired frequency band
will eliminate unwanted leakages. Acceptable performance
is obtained even with air gaps, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(a).
Because the two thin metallic plates of the power divider
are allowed not to be physical contacted, and no strong
field leakage occurs between the layers, it leads an obvious
mechanical assembly flexibility.
In addition, an one to four power divider is also designed,

and the simulated results are also given as shown in Fig. 6(c).
The reflection coefficients are less than −15 dB, and the
magnitude imbalances are ±0.1 dB in the working frequency
band. Another T-junction power divider through a WR-
12 rectangular waveguide port locates at the bottom of the
whole structure to the proposed gap ridge waveguide with
cross rectangle-hollow EBG structure is used in our feeding
network as the inset figure shown in Fig. 7. The T-junction
then has been optimized for the minimum reflection coef-
ficient, and the corresponding S-parameters are shown in
Fig. 7, in which the excellent power distribution is obtained.

III. WAVEGUIDE SLOT ARRAY ANTENNA DESIGN
A. DESIGN OF 2 × 2 SUBARRAY RADIATOR
The ridge waveguide slot array antenna presented in this arti-
cle vertically consists of three waveguide layers, as shown in
Fig. 1, i.e, the radiation array, the feeding network, and the
power divider distribution network. The gap ridge waveguide
with cross rectangle-hollow EBG structure contributes eas-
ily mechanical assembly power divider design by using
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FIGURE 5. Configuration of the power divider realized by the gapped ridge waveguide with cross-shaped groove EBG structure. (a) Perspective view. (b) Top view and (c) Side
view of the waveguide layer. (d) Top view and (e) Side view of the ridge layer. The parameters of the power divider are provided in Table 1.

FIGURE 6. Simulated S-parameters of the power dividers. (a) S-parameters for the power divider realized by the ideal ridge waveguide without the gap between two layers, and
for the power divider realized by the proposed gapped ridge waveguide with cross-shaped groove EBG structure. (b) S-parameters for the power divider realized by the gapped
ridge waveguide but without the cross-shaped groove EBG structure. (c) S-parameters for the 1-to-4 power divider realized by the proposed gapped ridge waveguide with
cross-shaped groove EBG structure.

FIGURE 7. Configuration and simulated scattering parameters of the power dividers
with a waveguide to ridge waveguide transition.

a parallel-plate stopband over a specific frequency range
covering from 62 GHz to 89 GHz as shown in Fig. 4 and 6(a).
Then, small space will be left for the waveguide radia-

tor after arranging the distribution feeding network, and the
32 × 32 ridge waveguide slot array antenna is divided by
22 subarray radiator in order to enlarge the physical size of

the element spacing. It should be pointed out that the width
of all the gap and metallic plates are designed above 0.3 mm
herein. The configuration of 2 × 2 subarray radiator of the
designed antenna is illustrated in Fig. 8, which is constituted
by three waveguide layers of the feeding layer, cavity layer
and radiating layer with dimensions shown in Table 2.
The studied gap ridge waveguide power dividers are com-

bined and modeled to build the entire distribution network, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, and then the distribution network feeds
all slots with the same amplitude and the phase through a ver-
tical metal-septum waveguide feeding structure. As shown in
Fig. 8, the feeding layer transition from gap ridge waveguide
to a rectangular coupling slot is in the bottom of the 2 × 2
subarray radiator.
The electromagnetic wave is then transmitted to the middle

cavity layer through the rectangular coupling slot, which
consists of backed cavities with symmetrical metallic blocks
and four rectangular metallic bricks inside the cavities as
shown in Fig. 8. The cavity layer distribution network can
be seen by combining one folded 1-to-2 H-T waveguide
power divider with two vertical 1-to-2 E-T waveguide power
dividers, and the cavity layer introduces a 1-to-4 distribution
network with the advantage of supplying more space for
the bottom distribution power divider network. It should be
noticed that the symmetrical metallic blocks will suppress
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FIGURE 8. Configuration of the radiator with a 2 × 2 subarray radiator. The
parameters of the radiator with a 2 × 2 subarray radiator are provided in Table 2.

TABLE 2. The parameters of the radiator with 2 × 2 subarray radiator.

the unwanted higher mode of the original rectangular backed
cavities, while the four rectangular metallic bricks are placed
just directly beneath each radiation slot which can improve
the bandwidth performance of the radiator [18]–[20].
The radiating layer is placed on the top of the whole 2×2

subarray radiator, which is constituted by radiating slots and
inverted cavities, as shown in Fig. 8. The inverted cavities
are added to suppress the mutual coupling between adjacent
slots of the radiator Fig. 9 shows the simulated reflection
coefficient and the radiation pattern of the designed subarray
radiator. It is seen that the simulated bandwidth with a return
loss (RL) larger than 10 dB is achieved from 67.8 GHz to
almost 87 GHz, which means that the distribution network
supplies enough bandwidth. In addition, the far-field radia-
tion patterns at 79 GHz are simulated as shown in Fig. 10
to demonstrate the radiation characteristics of the designed
sub-array radiator, and the simulated gain of the radiator is
higher than 15 dBi.

B. THE WAVEGUIDE SLOT ARRAY ANTENNA DESIGN
Finally, the designed 2 × 2 subarray radiators and the
T-junction power divider achieved by the integrated-EBG
rectangular gap ridge waveguide are combined together to

FIGURE 9. Simulated reflection coefficient of the radiator with 2 × 2 element
subarray and the E-band box-horn antenna with 32 × 32 elements.

FIGURE 10. Simulated radiation pattern at 79 GHz of the radiator with 2 × 2 element
subarray.

FIGURE 11. Simulated E-field on the designed E-band box-horn antenna with
32 × 32 elements and distribution networks at 79 GHz.

realize the whole waveguide 32x32 slot array antenna as
shown in Fig. 1. The simulated reflection coefficient of the
proposed array is below −10 dB from 70.8 to 87.6 GHz as
shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 11 shows the electric field distributions on the

designed E-band box-horn antenna with 32×32 elements and
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FIGURE 12. Photograph of the fabricated E-band box-horn antenna with 32 × 32 elements. (a) Bottom lay with feeding port. The ridge layer (b) and the waveguide layer (c) of
the power divider realized by the gapped ridge waveguide with cross-shaped groove EBG structure. (d) Top view of the radiating layer.

FIGURE 13. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the designed E-band box-horn antenna with 32 × 32 elements.(a) E-plane at 71GHz. (b) E-plane at 79GHz. (c) E-plane
at 86GHz. (d) H-plane at 71GHz. (e) H-plane at 79GHz. (f) H-plane at 86GHz.

distribution networks at 79 GHz, and comparatively uniform
radiations are obtained at each subarray radiators. Fig. 13
shows the simulated normalized far-field radiation patterns
of the antenna at 71, 79 and 86 GHz in E- and H-planes. It
can be seen that a good radiation beam is generated by the
designed waveguide slot array antenna, and the simulated
main lobe points to the broadside direction with peak gain
of 39.3 dBi at 79 GHz. Here, commercial ANSYS HFSS
software is used and periodic boundary condition is set for
simulation time saving, thanks to array’s geometry symmetry
in both longitudinal and lateral direction.

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the proposed methodology of designing the
waveguide 32 × 32 slot array antenna realized by the
integrated-EBG ridge waveguide, a prototype is designed and
measured. All the studied microwave circuits are fabricated
and assembled together to form the entire array antenna by

screws. The whole slot antenna is separated into three metal-
lic plates in order to be fabricated easily, and as shown in
Fig. 12. The radiating layer including inverted cavities and
radiating slots shown in Fig. 8 is fabricated together with
the backed cavities of the cavity layer as the first plate of
the antenna. Then, the metal brick of the cavity layer and
the coupling slots together with the waveguide layer of the
feeding layer are mounded as the second plate. Finally, the
whole ridge layer of the whole distribution power divider
network is manufactured as the third plate.
All the plates are processed by the Fanuc α-D14MiA CNC

machine with manufacture tolerance of 2.5μm, and each
plate is milled and drilled in both the front and back sides.
In addition, during the whole fabrication process, the location
of the upper and down metallic plate is precisely positioned,
and several location holes are drilled on each metallic plate
for stringing together and fastening with alignment pins.
Fig. 14 shows the measured reflection coefficient of the
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FIGURE 14. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of the designed E-band
box-horn antenna with 32 × 32 element.

FIGURE 15. Measured and simulated gain of the designed E-band box-horn
antenna with 32 × 32 element.

whole waveguide 32 × 32 slot array antenna with good
performance below −10 dB from 70.6 to 86.8 GHz. It
should be pointed out that the measured response with the
prescribed frequency responses is very acceptable, although
a discrepancy is observed and there is a dip in the reflection
coefficients at around 70 GHz with the return loss nearly
up to 7 dB. It means that the simple assembly process with
metallic screws will provide sufficient conjunction, and the
leakage loss because of the gap is weak enough and it can
be ignored.
Then, the radiation patterns of antenna are measured to fur-

ther validate the performance of the designed antenna based
on the integrated-EBG gap ridge waveguide. The near-field
measurement system is adopted by testing the antenna sur-
face scanned by the vector network analyzer connected with
the frequency multiplier, and the far-field radiation patterns
are then calculated by transforming the scanned near-field
measurement results. The measured normalized results at
71, 79 and 86 GHz as shown in Fig. 13. The simulated
and measured prototype’s gains as shown in Fig. 15. It can
be seen the measured results is almost 37 dBi at 79 GHz

with radiation efficiency about 52%, which is a reasonable
agreement between the measured and prediction results.

V. CONCLUSION
A thin planer mmWave waveguide array antenna with high-
efficiency and low-cost manufacturing properties has been
proposed in this article based on integrated cross rectangle-
hollow EBG structures. The dispersion diagram of the EBG
structure is investigated, which shows the EBG structure
supports no mode from 62 GHz to 89 GHz and prevents
the leakage in gaped ridge waveguide structures with an
unconnected gap in between the two metallic plates. Hence,
the structure can be manufactured just by using of low-
cost assembly methods. The antenna has been fabricated and
its radiation characteristics have been demonstrated, while
the measured gain is 37dBi. Both simulated and measured
results have shown that the proposed integrated EBG ridge
waveguide is a promising candidate for mmWave antennas.
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